
Prodigals 

 

IV. 

When Chandrika was back home, the report from the fleet at Ophir arrived. Grainy, 

long-distance feeds showed enormous smoking craters where orbital bombardment 

had done its work, all but wiping the major concentrations of artificial structures off 

the surface of the planet. It did not surprise her to learn that the human causalities 

were few compared to the scale of the devastation she saw. Prior to its destruction, the 

Ophir colony was still officially in its pre-habitation phase, which meant that the 

automated landers had yet to lay down all the groundwork for human inhabitation. 

The deaths of a handful of technical crew had in a way spared the lives of a milling 

multitude. But this would hardly be a consolation to grieving families, nor the hordes 

of angry pundits which rose from every corner of the data-net, demanding retribution. 

 

She answered an anxious message from her mother, saying that she was fine; there 

was no sign that Pūrvavideha was going to be attacked any time soon; looking 

forward to her coming back. Then she settled back into her chair, blocking out the 

newsfeeds that assailed her personal dataspace and sent her hackles rising. The 

previous sense of agitation in the city was nothing compared to the proverbial storm 

of outrage that now exploded over human society. She doubted if there was anyone in 

the entire sphere who didn’t know about the attack by now, so all-encompassing was 

the coverage of the event. Chandrika also expected a message of some kind from her 

father, but nothing came.  

 

That night she watched a top-priority transmission hot off the courier tightbeam from 

Earth; the official declaration of war from the four great powers of the Solar System 

and the Colonial Council, issued through the mouth of the Director of the SCI: 

 

“The brutal alien attack on the Ophir Colony marks humanity’s entrance into a 

terrifying new age.” The white-haired Miriam Brandon said in her quiet, authoritative 

voice. “On the behalf of the human species we declare war upon the alien threat, 

pledging that we will never yield to a hostile universe…we swear upon the graves of 

all those who have died for the betterment of humanity that their efforts will not go in 

vain!” 

 

“Huh.” Rajeev said. “It’s not as if we have ever fought a war against aliens before.” 

His abstract avatar slowly spiraled as it played light into the virtual chatroom. 

 



“You’d prefer us to roll over and die, eh?” Vijay Vaideeki said. 

 

“Shut up, you.” Rajeev addressed the tiger avatar. “What I object to is her choice of 

words, not the essence of it.” 

 

“Rajeev is right.” A fractal bush-thing whose real name Chandrika couldn’t remember 

said. “None of our previous wars have been the same as this one, so the Director’s 

analogy doesn’t really apply…” 

 

Remembering the strange expression she saw that morning, Chandrika messaged G.N. 

with her shifting-moon avatar. “You haven’t been talking much. I thought you were 

into this kind of discussion.” 

 

“No, not really.” G.N.’s avatar, a little square-cut diamond, responded. “This kind of 

huffy rhetoric is good for morale, but I’m more interested in what the Joint Admiralty 

is going to do.”  

 

Chandrika inputted a macro that indicated puzzlement. 

 

“I mean, what kind of offensive plan they’ve put together. We hardly know anything 

about our new enemy except that they’ve got technology similar to ours. We don’t 

even know where in the galaxy they’re from or what kind of force they have. Blinding 

rushing out to shoot at the universe will accomplish nothing.” 

 

“You know more about this kind of thing than I do.” Chandrika conceded. “But we 

already know where the closest alien civilizations are right? The M-series 

transmissions.” 

 

“Yes, we do know. But we don’t have the navigational capacity to send a ship there 

yet, let alone sustain any kind of decent space offensive with such long logistical lines. 

To do that we’ll need starships many times larger than the largest ones we have, 

which means we’ll need shipyards and factories many times bigger than the ones we 

have right now. No matter how much funding the SCI throws at it, it’s still going to 

take time. Years, maybe.” 

 

“I’ll take your word for it.” Chandrika replied. She reminded herself to do a bit 

research next time she wanted to have a discussion about current affairs, because she 

can see that this new Alien War is going to dominate the airwaves for a long time. 



 

“Wait? We have a fleet?” Someone said. 

 

The resulting barrage of amusement, jabs and insults went on for some time. 

 

“We have had a fleet since the Penglai-Arcadia War.” G.N. whispered to Chandrika 

as a conspiratorial aside. “Not a big one, and certainly not suitable for taking on aliens. 

I really have no idea where some people’s bravado comes from.” 

 

The chatroom system notified everyone that yet another member has logged in. 

Where nothing used to be, a cheekily half-transparent, half-pink unicorn flashed into 

existence. 

“Damn, server lag! I thought I was back in the 21
st
 century for a moment there.” the 

new arrival all-capped. 

 

Chandrika curiously pinged the new arrival and found that she was physically halfway 

across the planet. 

 

“Damn straight.” Rajeev was saying. “My cousin says he has never remembered the 

servers this packed before and he’s been a world-net technician since the very first 

day.” 

 

“We’ll be seeing upgrades soon, then?” 

 

“Most probably.” 

 

“I hate upgrades! They always have to bring down parts of the net to integrate the new 

hardware. They say it’s random but it’s always my sector of the network that goes 

down for maintenance first. I’m sick of it.” 

 

The chat went well into the night, a cacophony of parallel discussions, successive 

topics and gossip-sharing. Participants left in dribs and drabs until the volume of 

discussion went below a certain critical mass, then Rajeev, the official convener of the 

chat, declared the session officially closed. Most of the remaining avatars ignored him 

and relocated to lower-bandwidth chatrooms. 

 

“Hey, Chandrika, logging off yet? I know you need to sleep.” He said to her eyebrow 

of a waning crescent moon. “Your avatar agrees with me!” 



 

“You’re right.” Chandrika tapped a few commands, preparing to log off. But there 

was one question in her mind. “Hey, G.N. You’re the resident military nut. How long 

do you think the war will last?” 

 

But G.N. was already gone. 

 


